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“Amidst the current deluge of statistics about global warming, 
this book provides a refreshing look at how individuals are af-
fected. This is a beautiful book to keep near, open at random, 
and share the words of gifted writers as they prepare for the 
coming changes.” —PUBLISHERS WEEKLY
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“[Facing the Change has] begun to reveal the experiential heart of a 
planetary process. This is a truly important project.”
—Scott Slovic,editor of ISLE: Interdisciplinary Studies in Literature 
and Environment

“...shares the stories of some of the many people in the U.S. and the 
world witnessing climate change here and now. ”
—Mae Boeve, executive director of 350.org

“These earnest and heartfelt poems, essays, and imaginings change 
our discourse from data to personal testimony.”
—Stephen Trimble, author of Bargaining for Eden

Join the conversation, meet the authors, and more: 
facingthechangeanthology.wordpress.com
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“Holmes has assembled a rich, varied collection of personal 
accounts and poems…An artistic and intimate approach to the 
problem that humanizes our concerns.” —BOOKLIST

To read selected pieces from the anthology, visit our online sampler: 
facingthechangeonline.wordpress.com
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